[Results of the monitoring the group of patients treated for the Hodgkin disease in the period of 1971 to 1996. Part 2: fertility after therapy].
This authors team has been dealing with the Hodgkin disease problems since 1971. The MORHO study started at eight working places in 1978 according to unified diagnostic and medical protocol. The aim of this study is evaluation of influence of Hodgkin disease therapy on the fertility in young patients. Group of patients treated for Hodgkin disease in years 1971-1996 at workplaces using the same treatment protocol has been analyzed and the results have been compared with results of other medical centers in the world. Some of the young patients in fertile age became parents after the treatment. Information of number of pregnancies and of children born, long term surveillance and complications of treatment has been collected and discussed. Many patients stayed fertile also after therapy of numerous relapses. There was 75 children born to 34 women and 11 men previously treated for Hodgkin disease. The results of our study are comparable with results of statistial evaluation of similar studies in the world cancer research centers.